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Details of Visit:

Author: Johnno
Location 2: Whitefield
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 5-9-03 3-30
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Karen's
Website: http://www.karenshealthclub.co.uk
Phone: 01617965557

The Premises:

Very nice parlour,very friendly with discrete rear entrance,very convenient for metro being a stones
throw from the Whitefield metro link.

The Lady:

Absolutely gorgeous brunette lady,early to mid twenties,very slim and petite with a fantastic body.

The Story:

Seen Jackie many times now and she's fast becoming my favourite lady,I find it incredible that she
hasn't got hundreds of field reports and she probably would have if she was working at one of
Manchester's more popular parlours,still I'm glad she isn't as it would probably be impossible to get
a booking. Started with a very nice massage,baby oil by the way as Jackie isn't dead keen on
talc,Jackie knows I like to have my bum played with and she usually makes sure that it gets a little
attention,today was no different and she was very soon probing me with an oily finger searching for
my G spot which she invariably finds..awesome,a few minutes of this bliss and Jackie asks me to
turn over and she pretty soon has my by now extremely hard cock inside her mouth and is
performing one of her fantastic blow jobs,this lady really knows what she's doing in this department.
We continued like this for a few minutes before Jackie makes her way up the bed and precedes to
kiss my nipples before kissing me full on the lips,my favourite bit Jackie is a wonderful kisser and it
is a total turn on to gaze on her stunning face as she snogs your face off,I could have spent the full
appointment like this but I know Jackie loves sex and wouldn't be too impressed if I didn't fuck her
so after a few minutes I was heading down the bed and was very soon doing a bit of probing
myself,with my tongue as I lick and suck Jackie's clit and pussy,Jackie really loves this but a word of
warning she is hyper sensitive in this area and usually cums very quickly or is it just that I'm a
superstud?....only joking but I did manage a bit more than my usual "2 minutes" today(private joke
guys,Jackie knows what I mean there) More kissing follows and then Jackie reaches accross for the
condom and asks me how I'd like her,on her knees?...yes please I reply and I'm very soon inside
her,most of Karen's rooms have very prominent mirrors and I can see us fucking from all
angles,front side and above...wow what a turn on!,Jackie really does have an amazing body,we
fucked like this for 5 minutes or so before Jackie suggests we change positions,I don't know about
Jackie but I needed a breather so I suggested a bit more kissing and we were very soon snogging
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again,this went on for 5 minutes or so and then Jackie asked how I wanted her....yes I can take a
hint,I told you Jackie loved sex didn't I?,standing up I replied and Jackie was very soon knelt at the
end of the bed(she's only tiny) and I stood up and we were fucking again,Jackie was ultra
responsive and after 5 or 10 minutes was screaming "I'm cumming"....fantastic!. Now it was my turn
to cum and I lay down and let Jackie get to work,more oral before Jackie reaches accross for the
baby oil and she is wanking me for all she is worth,I can't hold on too long and after a few minutes
of Jackie?s handywork I explode with a very powerful orgasm. I always enjoy my visits to Jackie but
today was pretty special,thanks Jackie I had a really fantastic time...treat her right guys,she's a real
gem.
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